SOUNDS OF THE EIGHTIES
TV THEMES OF THE '80S

1. Miami Vice Theme ∗ Jan Hammer
2. Theme from Cheers ∗ Gary Portnoy
3. Theme from L.A. Law ∗ Mike Post
4. Theme from The Greatest American Hero (Believe It or Not) ∗ Joey Scarbury
5. Theme from St. Elsewhere ∗ Dave Grusin
6. WKRP in Cincinnati ∗ Steve Carlisle
7. Theme from Dynasty ∗ Bill Conti
8. As Long As We Got Each Other ∗ B. J. Thomas and Dusty Springfield
9. Theme from Magnum, P.I. ∗ Mike Post
10. Theme from The Dukes of Hazzard (Good Ol' Boys) ∗ Waylon Jennings
11. The Equalizer Busy Equalizing ∗ Stewart Copeland
12. Square Pegs (Theme from the Embassy Television Series Square Pegs) ∗ Waitresses
13. Late Night ∗ Paul Shaffer
14. The Life and Times of Grizzly Adams ∗ Thorne Pace
15. Theme from Hill Street Blues ∗ Mike Post
16. Love Boat Theme ∗ Jack Jones
17. Falling ∗ Juice Cruise
18. Another World ∗ Crystal Gayle and Gary Morris
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